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Background: Recent report suggested that calcification at entry side at chronic total occlusion (CTO) reduced the technical success 
rate of revascularization. Further severe calcified patterns at occluded segment by CT coronary angiography (CTCA) were prevalent in failed 
revascularization. We aimed to investigate whether distribution of intramural calcification is related to wire penetration for occluded segment as 
observed CTCA.
Methods: Between Apr. 2007 and Jul. 2010. We performed CTCA in a consecutive cohort of eligible patients who were scheduled for 
revascularization of CTO. CTCA was performed with a 64-slice MSCT. The degree of calcification was evaluated by cross-sectional lumen views along 
the occluded segment. Further we analyzed the calcium spots which occupied at the occluded segment by cross-sectional lumen views. Intramural 
calcification (IC) was defined as the lesion which calcium spots occupied at the center of the lumen from cross-sectional lumen views, and 
Extramural calcification (EC) was defined as the lesion which calcium spots without the center of the lumen from cross-sectional lumen views. We 
compared with wire lesion cross success rate and technical success rate between two groups.
Results: In a cohort of 96 patients with 104 CTO lesions which had calcification at occluded segment from CTCA were attempted. These lesions 
were divided into two groups: IC group (30 lesions) and EC group (74 lesions). Wire lesion cross success rate in EC group was significant higher than 
that of IC group (97.3% vs. 70.0%, p<0.001). And technical success rate in EC group was also significant higher than that of IC group (89.2% vs. 
43.3%, p<0.001).
Conclusion: Intramural severe calcification has an impact on wire lesion cross success rate during wire penetration for CTO. CTCA is the only 
modality to assess the occluded segment before procedure and a possibility that procedural success can be predicted.
